LUXOR CLASSIC WHEELS UNIT
We are one of the youngest Luxor Units, having been formed for not quite 10 years yet. Our
formation came about after discussions with the Potentate of the Day who was having a problem
recruiting some vehicles to assist with transporting Visiting Potentates, Dignitaries, or just elderly
Nobles in Luxor Parades, or community parades we were invited to.... As all vehicles belonging to
Nobles who drive them on a regular basis, must be licensed, inspected, and insured in New Brunswick,
they can be at the disposal of the Potentate for designated events involving Luxor.
All vehicles in the unit must be “special” in nature....if “new” usually a convertible, often an antique,
and sometimes just unique or different! A Noble joining the Classic Wheels Unit receives two vehicle
signs and a burgundy vest/uniform to wear while parading....and of course the Fez is worn in full view
of spectators. A one-time fee of $50 is paid to cover the cost of the signs and vest, but after that there
are no annual dues, very few meetings, and only a “Director/Coordinator” on the Executive. As many
of the Mini Kar Nobles also have “classic vehicles”, we co-meet for meetings etc at the same times.....
Our Annual Meeting was in the fall in conjunction with the Mini Kar Unit, and Noble Wood was
reinstalled as the Director for 2020.
While not as busy as we would like to be, we attend events whenever asked....and not always just by
the current Potentate. We are usually available whenever any Shrine or Masonic body needs a parade
vehicle.... it gives a real purpose to owning and driving your special car or truck! We seem to always
have about 10 members, but would appreciate any other Nobles who would like to join us. If you
would like to have more information on our Unit, where we can parade, or how to have one or two of
us attend your event, feel free to contact me at “rickewood9@gmail.com”. Hope to see you on the road
in 2020...smile, wave, and give us a “tip of the Fez”!!!!
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